Image guided radiation therapy solutions based on megavoltage computed tomography ͑MVCT͒ involve the extension of electronic portal imaging devices ͑EPIDs͒ from their traditional role of weekly localization imaging and planar dose mapping to volumetric imaging for 3D setup and dose verification. To sustain the potential advantages of MVCT, EPIDs are required to provide improved levels of portal image quality. Therefore, it is vital that the performance of EPIDs in clinical use is maintained at an optimal level through regular and rigorous quality assurance ͑QA͒. Traditionally, portal imaging QA has been carried out by imaging calibrated line-pair and contrast resolution phantoms and obtaining arbitrarily defined QA indices that are usually dependent on imaging conditions and merely indicate relative trends in imaging performance. They are not adequately sensitive to all aspects of image quality unlike fundamental imaging metrics such as the modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒, noise power spectrum ͑NPS͒, and detective quantum efficiency ͑DQE͒ that are widely used to characterize detector performance in radiographic imaging and would be ideal for QA purposes. However, due to the difficulty of performing conventional MTF measurements, they have not been used for routine clinical QA. The authors present a simple and quick QA methodology based on obtaining the MTF, NPS, and DQE of a megavoltage imager by imaging standard open fields and a bar-pattern QA phantom containing 2 mm thick tungsten line-pair bar resolution targets. Our bar-pattern based MTF measurement features a novel zero-frequency normalization scheme that eliminates normalization errors typically associated with traditional barpattern measurements at megavoltage x-ray energies. The bar-pattern QA phantom and open-field images are used in conjunction with an automated image analysis algorithm that quickly computes the MTF, NPS, and DQE of an EPID system. Our approach combines the fundamental advantages of linear systems metrics such as robustness, sensitivity across the full spatial frequency range of interest, and normalization to imaging conditions ͑magnification, system gain settings, and exposure͒, with the simplicity, ease, and speed of traditional phantom imaging. The algorithm was analyzed for accuracy and sensitivity by comparing with a commercial portal imaging QA method ͑PIPSPRO™, Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI͒ on both first-generation lens-coupled and modern a-Si flat-panel based clinical EPID systems. The bar-pattern based QA measurements were found to be far more sensitive to even small levels of degradation in spatial resolution and noise. The bar-pattern based QA methodology offers a comprehensive image quality assessment tool suitable for both commissioning and routine EPID QA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intensity modulated radiation therapy ͑IMRT͒ provides highly conformal dose distributions that allow for precise targeting of the tumor volume. 1 However, the steep dose gradients and the enhanced risk of dose to organs outside the target volume require precise localization of the tumor target volume. 2 This has led to the use of online image guided radiation therapy ͑IGRT͒ techniques for improved target localization, including the extension of electronic portal imaging devices ͑EPIDs͒ from imaging weekly localization fields and planar dose mapping to megavoltage computed tomography ͑MVCT͒ based 3D setup and dose verification. [3] [4] [5] The patient dose required to obtain good quality projection images from a clinical MVCT system has recently been reported to be of major concern. 6, 7 Therefore, megavoltage imagers would have to provide significantly higher portal image quality in order to sustain the potential advantages of MVCT. Currently available megavoltage detectors are limited by poor x-ray attenuation and excessive Compton scattering that results in reduced contrast and spatial resolution. 1 As a result, the development of high quantum efficiency ͑QE͒ and high detective quantum efficiency ͑DQE͒ portal imagers has lately been of significant interest. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] It is also vital to rigorously monitor and maintain optimal EPID imaging performance during clinical use through comprehensive quality assurance ͑QA͒.
14 Traditionally, portal imaging QA has been carried out by imaging calibrated line-pair and contrast resolution phantoms for a qualitative assessment of image quality. 15, 16 QA phantoms can also be used in conjunction with an image analysis software that provides quantitative indices of imaging performance. 17 However, such methods of QA are limited by the fact that these indices may be arbitrarily defined and often dependent on user sensitivity and imaging conditions. They merely indicate relative trends in imaging performance which severely restricts any comparison to other imaging metrics. In addition, typical QA indices may not be sufficiently sensitive to all aspects of image quality. On the other hand, linear systems metrics such as modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒, noise power spectrum ͑NPS͒, and detective quantum efficiency ͑DQE͒ completely characterize radiographic detector performance as fundamental indicators of imaging spatial resolution, noise, and contrast, respectively, while being completely normalized with respect to imaging conditions such as magnification, intensity gain settings, and exposure. However, even as these metrics are considered mandatory in imaging research and detector development, they may not be feasible as QA parameters since traditional methods of obtaining them involve difficult and time consuming measurements that are not suitable for clinical workflow. 18 We present a methodology for EPID imaging performance QA that is based on a simple and quick technique to accurately determine the MTF, NPS, and DQE using portal images of open fields and a bar-pattern QA phantom containing a series of line-pair resolution targets. The open-field and phantom images are used in conjunction with an automated image analysis algorithm that computes the MTF, NPS, and DQE as QA parameters for an EPID system. Image acquisition including phantom setup is typically performed within minutes while the software analysis only requires seconds. Our bar-pattern based EPID QA technique provides several advantages over traditional QA. Measurements of MTF, NPS, and DQE are robust and quantitative as they have been founded on several decades of radiographic imaging research. They are naturally obtained in spectral form over the entire clinical range of interest unlike typical QA methods that utilize arbitrary object sizes ͑i.e., limited range of spatial frequency͒. They are normalized to imaging conditions such as magnification, system gain settings, and exposure, and therefore, measurements can be compared among various imaging systems irrespective of whether they are clinical units or research prototypes as long as the incident beam characteristics are consistent. Our bar-pattern based QA algorithm was analyzed for accuracy and sensitivity by comparing with a commercial QA technique ͑PIPSPRO™, Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI͒ on a lens-coupled firstgeneration and an a-Si flat-panel based clinical EPID system. Studies were based on simulating controlled levels of degradation of imaging noise and spatial resolution to observe the sensitivity of specific QA metrics. The bar-pattern based QA measurements were found to be far more sensitive to even small levels of degradation in image quality.
II. THEORY
Radiographic imaging devices have traditionally been evaluated as linear systems, wherein transfer function modeling completely describes various facets of imaging performance as a function of spatial frequency expressed in units of mm −1 or line pairs per mm ͑lp/mm͒ or cycles per mm ͑cy/mm͒. The methods used to evaluate MTF, NPS, and DQE spectra are shown below.
II.A. Modulation transfer function
The MTF computation module of our QA algorithm is adapted from the methods first introduced by Droege and Morin 19 in which the modulation response of a detector to line-pair bars can be estimated from the statistical variance of pixel intensities in the image of the line-pair bars so that an accurate and aliasing free MTF can be determined. 20 Our methodology for MTF measurement for megavoltage imagers, which incorporates the original method of line-pair image variances 19, 20 with a novel normalization measurement and corrections for higher order harmonics, is given by Eq. ͑1͒ and was presented in a recent article. 18 While a brief summary of the method is provided below, specific details of our technique including its detailed theoretical treatment, analysis of the effects of imaging geometry, implementation for multiple clinical EPIDs, and a statistical comparison and validation with standard techniques may be found in our original article ͑Ref. 18͒,
In Eq. ͑1͒, f is a spatial frequency index in units of cy/mm or mm −1 , and V͑f͒ is the statistical variance of pixel intensities associated with the region of the bar-pattern image that contains the line pairs indicated by frequency f. The variance is evaluated directly by the computation program over a region of interest ͑ROI͒ containing the modulation response for the specified spatial frequency. C n are coefficients ͑Ϫ1, 0, or 1 depending on the number of primes that factor into n͒ 18 in order to correct for harmonics indicated by V͑nf͒ where n =3,5,7,... ͑while nf is within the Nyquist limit of the detector͒. M 0 is the difference in pixel intensities between a large uncut bar and adjacent background air that is used to normalize the MTF at zero frequency. In this case, the uncut bar is 10 cm wide, which renders a normalization frequency of at least 0.005 cy/mm or lower depending on the image magnification. With a functioning magnification range of 1.3-2, the normalization frequency approaches ϳ0.002-0.004 cy/ mm for clinical EPIDs. Based on statistical studies, 18 this normalization scheme can provide accurate zero-frequency MTF normalization.
II.B. Noise power spectrum
The NPS is a spectral breakdown of the detector uncertainty expressed in terms of the power of the Fourier response of the variance in the detected imaging signal in an unattenuated broad beam response, hereinafter referred to as an open field. The method of computation of NPS spectra as used in our QA algorithm is shown in Eq. ͑2͒ and is based on reported techniques [21] [22] [23] and recommendations by the AAPM Task Group for standardization of NPS measurements. 24 Rather than treating an open field directly, the NPS is estimated using the difference image of two identical open fields in order to minimize the effect of systemic or structured artifacts, The NPS computation in Eq. ͑2͒ is normalized using the mean open-field intensity Ī for independence from imaging system gain settings and reduced by a factor of 2 to account for the subtraction of uncorrelated open fields that is expected to double the overall image variance. 12, 23 Finally, 1D NPS components along x and y axes, i.e., NPS͑f͒, are extracted by sampling from the 2D NPS array, i.e., NPS͑u , v͒, in the immediate vicinity of the u or v axes into spatial frequency bins given by f = ͑u 2 + v 2 ͒ 1/2 based on previously reported methods. [21] [22] [23] 
II.C. Detective quantum efficiency
The overall imaging performance of an imager is best expressed in terms of DQE, which is a measure of the imaging signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ of the detector relative to the SNR of the incident photon beam. As shown in Eq. ͑3͒, it incorporates the simultaneous effects of degrading spatial resolution and noise on perceived imaging contrast as a function of spatial frequency,
⌽ is the quantum fluence ͑photons/ mm 2 ͒ associated with the photon beam used to generate the open fields for NPS measurement. It may be noted that although the NPS in Eq. ͑2͒ is obtained in units of mm 2 due to scaling by pixel dimensions ͑⌬ X and ⌬ Y ͒, the DQE is obtained as a unitless metric. Also, Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒ are designed to express the MTF, NPS, and DQE spectra in 1D form either as a combination or separate renderings of these quantities along the x and y imaging axes as is conventionally prevalent in radiographic imaging.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

III.A. QA phantom
The bar-pattern QA phantom consists of three custom fabricated tungsten bar patterns containing several series of linepair resolution targets. Line pairs were cut into two 2 mm thick 100ϫ 50 mm 2 tungsten bars using precision electrode discharge machining. The following spatial frequencies ͑in lp/mm͒ were generated: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.3, 1.6, 2, and 2.5, where spatial frequency is related to the line-pair bar width w ͑in mm͒ as f = ͑2w͒ −1 . Selected spatial frequencies were cut into both bars to check for possible differences due to manufacturing variations and other forms of departure from shift invariance. A third tungsten bar of the same area and thickness is used without any spatial frequencies for the normalization measurement ͑M 0 ͒. The arrangement of the three bars that make up the bar-pattern QA phantom is shown in Fig. 1 , which shows a diagnostic quality ͑40 kVp, 30 mAs͒ film image of the phantom and its individual line pairs, where white and black regions indicates 2 mm thick tungsten and air, respectively. The line-pair fabrication accuracy was verified by analyzing modulation profiles from the above radiograph and the line-pair dimensions were found to be within 1% of the target specifications. of 132 cm, with the phosphor screen detector coupled via mirror and lens to a camera system. Immediately prior to these studies, the original Newvicon tube camera system ͑8 bit A/DC, 512ϫ 480 pixels 2 , 0.7 mm detector pixel width͒ was replaced by a Video-Optics V1519 Plumbicon-tube camera system ͑Video-Optics, Los Gatos, CA͒ for improved spatial and contrast resolution ͑1240ϫ 1024 pixels 2 , 0.4 mm detector pixel width, 12 bit ADC͒ and significantly reduced dark noise ͑Phillips Components XQ5002 tube, Narragansett Imaging, North Smithfield, RI͒, resulting in an order of magnitude improvement in system DQE. 13 On the other hand, the Elekta iViewGT was used in its original configuration with an Elekta Precise linac ͑SDD= 160 cm͒ and the Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen coupled to a 1024ϫ 1024 active matrix of a-Si photodiodes rendering a detector pixel width of 0.4 mm. The system was commissioned in 2001 and has been in regular clinical use since. All imaging was conducted with 6 MV x rays.
III.C. QA methodology
Each QA session is made up of acquiring at least one image of the bar-pattern QA phantom for MTF measurement along with at least two open-field exposures to obtain NPS spectra. Details regarding the specific imaging measurements and subsequent calculations within the QA computation algorithm are provided below.
III.C.1. Imaging setup
The bar-pattern QA phantom is set up for imaging as shown in Fig. 2 . For MTF measurement, in principle, any source-surface distance ͑SSD͒ can be used during imaging since the line-pair frequencies contained in the phantom ͑specified in Sec. III A͒ are corrected for field magnification by projecting them onto the detector plane. However, it is most desirable to image the phantom at the isocenter as it is representative of typical clinical SSDs. Placing the phantom at or very near the detector surface can lead to slight influences from x-ray scatter on the detector response to line-pair modulations. Prior benchmark studies showed that scatter resulted in statistically significant variations ͑p = 0.03͒ in the modulation response even if it did not fully manifest itself in the overall MTF due to possibly compensating variations in the normalization measurement. 18 As seen in Fig. 2 , the edge of the uncut normalization bar is nominally aligned with the radiation central axis with the line pairs at an oblique angle with respect to the imaging axes. In theory, the line-pair modulation response is dependent on the spatial position of the line pairs within the radiation field due to geometrical variations in x-ray attenuation from beam divergence. However, these effects were not found to be statistically significant in benchmark studies ͑p = 0.93͒ for clinical SSDs. 18 Therefore, phantom alignment requirements need only be approximate.
MTF measurements are, by definition, exposure independent. Therefore, although any exposure may be used, it is recommended to image the bar-pattern QA phantom at typical clinical exposures. The radiation field size to be used for the phantom imaging should be large enough so that the entire phantom is exposed. Since the effect of scatter is expected to be greater with higher field sizes, the smallest such field size is preferable even though the contribution from scatter to modulation and normalization profiles is corrected for during MTF computation. Preliminary studies showed that the maximum variation in the MTF at any spatial frequency was within 4% when a full field size ͑ϳ25 ϫ 25 cm 2 for iViewGT EPIDs͒ was used. The line pairs must be angulated with respect to the imaging axes to avoid any phase dependence based on the relative positions of the line pairs and the underlying pixels. For separate MTF measurements along each imaging axis, the phantom may be slightly angulated ͑ϳ2°͒ with each axis and imaged separately. This setup may be required for certain first-generation EPIDs with lens-camera systems that have been known to show MTF differences along imaging axes, the exact reasons for which are unclear. 25 To our knowledge, no variations in MTF with imaging axes have been reported for modern a-Si EPIDs, and so a single phantom image with the line pairs oriented at any oblique angle with the imaging axes is sufficient for MTF computation ͑the near 45°angulation shown in Fig. 2 is acceptable but not mandatory͒. Such a setup provides a single 1D MTF spectrum common to both axes. This setup was used for all QA measurements described in these studies since both the Beamview and iViewGT EPIDs showed no differences in MTF spectra between imaging axes.
Finally, two open-field images of identical field size ͑Ն10ϫ 10 cm 2 projected at the detector surface͒ are acquired at the same exposure for NPS measurements. quantum-limited imaging characteristics even at the lower end of the exposure range. To our knowledge, no inherent image processing that would affect the accuracy of our calculations ͑e.g., nonlinear contrast scaling and signal offsetting͒ was used when exporting EPID images. This was additionally verified by ensuring the linearity of the imaging pixel intensity with exposure. For the Beamview system, raw images with no corrective processing for optical distortion were directly acquired using our customized camera software interface. For the iViewGT, images included bad pixel and gain corrections that are mandatory and did not affect signal characteristics based on linearity measurements.
III.C.2. Image analysis
A custom-written software algorithm was developed to read in EPID images of the bar-pattern QA phantom and open fields, locate position indices for the bar patterns to identify individual line-pair frequencies, deduce normalization parameters associated with quantum fluence, magnification, scatter contribution and possible structured artifacts, compute MTF, NPS, and DQE data and finally, export and display them as QA metrics. Pertinent quantities such as open-field exposure, detector pixel size, and imaging SSD must be user supplied as QA parameters. The position of the bar-pattern QA phantom within the radiation field is identified by detecting the spatial coordinates corresponding to specific corners. Figure 2 shows the bar-pattern QA phantom image with the detected corners acquired with the Elekta iViewGT system. The corner detection logic is used in conjunction with known dimensions of the bar patterns to locate the positions of individual spatial frequencies. An ROI is then automatically specified for each spatial frequency that appropriately samples the statistical variance representing the line-pair modulation response at that frequency. The margins of these ROIs were carefully adjusted for each spatial frequency to avoid scatter contributions at the peripheral line-pair bars while sampling the central two-thirds of the length of each bar. In addition, 10ϫ 10 pixels 2 ROIs are also specified to sample pixel intensities underlying the uncut normalization bar and adjacent background air and determine the MTF normalization value M 0 . The line pair and normalization ROIs are indicated in Fig. 2 .
For NPS measurements, a central region of 2 N ϫ 2 N pixels 2 is selected for each open field where the value of N was selected to ensure a minimum area of 10 ϫ 10 cm 2 . The use of data array sizes that are powers of 2 is aimed at minimizing the quantization noise associated with conventional fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ algorithms that are used in NPS calculations, while a minimum array size of 10ϫ 10 cm 2 is recommended to accurately sample zerofrequency noise. 
III.C.3. Calculation of MTF
The ROIs obtained from the automated treatment of barpattern QA phantom images are used to evaluate the MTF. The ROIs that indicate the locations of spatial frequency line pairs are used to obtain variance terms proportional to the line-pair modulation amplitude for that frequency. These variances also include inherent baseline uncertainties of the detector and scatter contribution. To correct for this, the linepair ROIs are also applied to one of the open-field images and the inherent detector variance in that region is subtracted out to obtain the final variance terms, i.e., V͑f͒ in Eq. ͑1͒. A similar correction is carried out by the commercial PIPSPRO software to obtain variance terms associated with specific line-pair frequencies wherein the inherent detector variance is sampled from the difference image of a pair of identical phantom exposures. 15 Studies revealed that the use of either method has no significant effect ͑p Ͼ 0.3͒ on the final MTF. 18 However, the use of a single open field provides a more realistic estimate of the inherent baseline detector uncertainty as it includes locally varying structured artifacts and scatter that are canceled out when using difference images. Along similar lines, the ROIs that specify the normalization bar and air regions in the bar-pattern QA phantoms include structured artifacts that may significantly distort the normalization value M 0 . Therefore, the same ROIs are applied to an openfield image and their mean values are subtracted out from corresponding normalization bar and air ROIs. Finally, the corrected variance terms are evaluated to compute the correction terms for odd harmonics by linear interpolation and the detector MTF is determined using Eq. ͑1͒.
Our QA algorithm does not currently include an explicit correction for MTF contributions from the linac focal spot. This follows from prevalent trends in megavoltage imaging, in which unlike diagnostic imagers, reported MTF measurements for megavoltage imagers have typically included the loss of resolution due to the focal spot that effectively characterizes the linac head in tandem with the imaging system. Possible reasons of this trend include the difficulty of accurately quantifying the linac x-ray source as well as the reduced relevance of image magnification in megavoltage imaging. Moreover, clinical linacs and portal imagers are typically rigidly integrated within a treatment unit and are not easily transferable. In diagnostic imaging, the MTF contribution from the focal spot can be easily quantified based on spot size and magnification by assuming a step function source profile. However, in megavoltage imaging, one requires dedicated modeling or measurements of the x-ray source profile that includes an asymmetric 2D primary source distribution as well as scatter off the flattening filter and primary collimators specific to each linac. 26 Since in most megavoltage imaging fields, the object is placed at or near the isocenter, the variation in spatial resolution due to the changing projection of the focal spot is minimal.
III.C.4. Calculation of NPS
The NPS is calculated using the open-field ROI pair as specified in Eq. ͑2͒. The 1D NPS, i.e., NPS͑f͒, is extracted by sampling the 2D NPS, i.e., NPS͑u , v͒, array along fourelement slices immediately adjacent to the u and v frequency axes into frequency bins where f is calculated by adding the orthogonal frequency components u and v in quadrature. The bin sampling size is adjusted proportional to the distribution of spatial frequency line pairs presented by the bar-pattern QA phantom so that both the NPS and MTF spectra are evaluated at common spatial frequencies. As in the case of the MTF, NPS components have been shown to vary with imaging axes for first-generation EPIDs. 13 In this case, the maximum NPS component among both axes is selected at each spatial frequency to obtain a more conservative estimate of DQE.
III.C.5. Calculation of DQE
The evaluation of DQE from MTF and NPS measurements based on Eq. ͑3͒ is straightforward. The fluence factor ⌽ is determined from the dose ͑D͒ in cGy used to image the open fields projected onto the detector surface and tabulated fluence-dose conversion factors dD / d⌽ ͑in cGy mm 2 / photon͒ reported by Rogers 27 at the depth of maximum dose in water ͑d max = 1.5 cm for 6 MV͒ as specified by Eq. ͑4͒. The fluence-dose factors are appropriately weighted by the radiation beam spectrum dN / dE incident on the detector surface. For our QA algorithm, photon spectra to evaluate the fluence factors were obtained from published results,
III.D. Sensitivity analysis
To evaluate the potential of MTF, NPS, and DQE as EPID imaging QA parameters, they were evaluated for their sensitivity to subtle changes in image quality. Images of the barpattern QA phantom and open fields used to evaluate these parameters were subjected to varying levels of degradation of image quality. Loss in spatial resolution was simulated by convolving the bar-pattern QA phantom images with Gaussian blur kernels. The shape or width of a Gaussian blur kernel is typically specified by the full width at half maximum of the kernel profile ͑identified using ͒. However, in this article, we refer to the full width at half maximum of the kernel by fwhm in order to avoid confusion with imaging noise, a standard deviation measure, that is also denoted by . Gaussian kernels with fwhm ranging from 0 to 2 pixels were convolved with the bar-pattern QA phantom images and the MTF values calculated by our QA algorithm were observed. On the same lines, the open-field images were subjected to increased levels of additive noise. Gaussian noise patterns were simulated and added to the open-field images. The magnitude of the simulated additive noise was selected based on the subsequent increase in open-field noise ͑ob-tained by evaluating the standard deviation of open-field pixel intensity values͒. Noise levels were varied to the end of simulating a 0%-100% increase in . In each case, the NPS and DQE values calculated by our QA algorithm were recorded.
For comparison, the sensitivity of the commercial PIPSPRO QA algorithm was also studied for the same simulated variation of image quality degradation. PIPSPRO also utilizes a line-pair resolution phantom ͑QC-3F for lens-coupled EPIDs and QC-3V for a-Si EPIDs͒ in conjunction with specific uniform regions of varying attenuation. The only difference between the QC-3F and QC-3V phantoms is that the latter samples up to a higher end of spatial frequencies to appropriately characterize a-Si EPIDs that are known to have greater spatial resolution than first-generation lens-coupled EPIDs. In this case, the QC-3F or QC-3V phantom images are analyzed by software to obtain three indices of image quality: F 50 , sigma, and CNR. The F 50 is an index of overall spatial resolution and represents the spatial frequency corresponding to a 50% reduction in MTF. In reality, this value is overestimated since it is obtained with a relative MTF curve normalized at the lowest spatial frequency contained in the QC-3F and QC-3V phantoms ͑0.1 lp/mm͒, which leads to significantly exaggerated MTFs. However, it is presumed that the PIPSPRO F 50 can still be used a spatial resolution index for relative QA. The average of standard deviations of pixel intensities associated with two reference regions on the QC-3F/QC-3V phantoms is used to obtain sigma ͑corrected for structured noise by taking the difference of an image pair͒. The CNR indicates the contrast between the two reference regions normalized to sigma. The sensitivity study was conducted for both the Siemens Beamview and Elekta iViewGT systems.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MTF measurements obtained from images of the barpattern QA phantom for the Beamview and iViewGT sys- tems are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 indicates the effect of additive Gaussian noise on the NPS. The midfrequency dip in the shape of the NPS curves for the Beamview was characteristic of that system. It can be seen that increasing the noise by 100% relative to the open-field led to an order of magnitude increase in the NPS. It must be noted that while indicates an overall standard deviation metric that includes random as well as structured noise sampled across a raw open-field image, the NPS is strictly a variance measure that specifies only the random noise within the open field. Therefore, although a 100% increase in ͑i.e., doubling the noise͒ is expected to increase the NPS only by a factor of 4, the measured NPS was significantly greater, indicating considerable contribution of structured noise to the open-field . The sensitivity of DQE to additive Gaussian noise is depicted in Fig. 5 . Along the same lines of the trends indicated by the NPS plots, the DQE showed a corresponding decrease by an order of magnitude in response to increasing the open-field noise by 100%. While the NPS plots indicated relatively weak variations with spatial frequency as expected of quantum-limited radiographic detectors, the depletion of DQE showed a strong dependence on spatial frequency by virtue of its proportionality with the square of the MTF. No variation of DQE with Gaussian blurring was expected since the simultaneous effects of blurring on MTF 2 and NPS cancel each other out.
The MTF of the Beamview was significantly lower than that of the iViewGT, which followed from the inherently reduced spatial resolution of first-generation lens-coupled EPIDs relative to a-Si coupled EPIDs. The iViewGT is expected to have higher DQE compared to the Beamview since a-Si EPIDs have significantly better optical coupling characteristics compared to traditional lens-coupled camera EPIDs that are limited by the poor light collection efficiency of the lens focus geometry. However, from our measurements, it was observed that the DQE of the upgraded Beamview system was slightly greater than that of the iViewGT system at low spatial frequencies ͑Ͻ0.3 cy/ mm͒. This can be attributed to the superior performance and reduced dark noise of the new camera system in the upgraded Beamview EPID. In addition, the performance of the iViewGT system used in this study was markedly reduced relative to its performance at commissioning, which could possibly be due to the effects of radiation damage. Figure 6 shows the MTF and DQE curves for the Beamview and iViewGT EPID systems used for our studies, in which the improvement in the Beamview due to the upgraded camera system as well as the degradation in the performance of the iViewGT system over time since commissioning can be clearly seen. In addition, the MTF and DQE of the iViewGT were lower compared to reported values from research prototypes, as indicated from the MTF and DQE curves for a research prototype a-Si EPID with a 6 MV beam. 29 Since the prototype and iViewGT EPIDs both used the same phosphor screen, the difference in their MTFs may possibly be due to a difference in the quality of the a-Si readout array or due to varying linac characteristics.
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the MTF, NPS, and DQE in response to simulated blurring and additive noise, they were compared with PIPSPRO indices. Since the F 50 , sigma, and CNR are singular metrics that correspond to a single spatial frequency, a comparison with fundamental imaging parameters evaluated in spectral form is difficult. Therefore, the areas under the curve taken for the MTF, NPS, and DQE, i.e., ͐MTF, ͐NPS, and ͐DQE, were evaluated to present singular forms of these parameters. It must be noted that even though the integration of MTF, NPS, and DQE curves leads to the loss of spatial frequency information, the integrated values include contributions from all spatial frequencies. For ease of comparison, the PIPSPRO indices as well as the ͐MTF, ͐NPS, and ͐DQE metrics are expressed in terms of percentage change in Figs. 7-9. It was seen that the PIPSPRO indices were clearly sensitive to the simulated degradation in image quality by virtue of the fact that the F 50 , sigma, and CNR are significantly straightforward, although not complete, indicators of spatial resolution, noise, and contrast, respectively. However, the sensitivity curves of PIPSPRO indices were clearly lower than those observed for ͐MTF, ͐NPS, and ͐DQE. The ͐MTF showed greater sensitivity to the simulated Gaussian blurring relative to F 50 . Compared to a 16% reduction in F 50 , the value of ͐MTF was reduced by 28% in response to a Gaussian blurring kernel with fwhm of 2 pixels for the Beamview. Similarly, for the iViewGT, the ͐MTF decreased by 37% while the F 50 only dropped by 27% for a Gaussian blurring kernel with fwhm of 2.5 pixels. Similarly, the ͐NPS and ͐DQE curves were far more sensitive to additive noise compared to the PIPSPRO sigma and CNR indices. For the Beamview, a 100% increase in open-field noise led to an 89% loss in CNR ͑sigma increased by a factor of 8͒ and a 97% loss in ͐DQE ͑͐NPS increased by a factor of 27͒. In the case of the iViewGT system, the ͐DQE was reduced by 91% ͑͐NPS increased by a factor of 15͒ while the CNR dropped by 68% ͑sigma increased by a factor of 3͒ with a 100% increase in noise.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A simple and quick methodology for QA of clinical EPID systems based on a bar-pattern phantom used in conjunction with an automated QA algorithm was successfully developed FIG. 6. The effects of the improved camera system for the Beamview EPID and the reduced performance of the iViewGT system over its use since commissioning are highlighted in terms of their ͑a͒ MTF and ͑b͒ DQE curves, along with previously reported MTF and DQE measurements for a research prototype a-Si EPID with a 6 MV beam ͑Ref. 29͒.
and validated. Owing to the ease of setting up and imaging the bar-pattern QA phantom, fast and automated analysis with no user intervention, and accuracy of MTF, NPS, and DQE measurements, portal imaging QA that is traditionally limited to qualitative assessment or relative image quality indices can now be extended to include fundamental imaging parameters of spatial resolution, noise, and perceived image quality that are completely normalized to imaging conditions such as magnification, intensity gain settings, and exposure. Existing QA techniques such as PIPSPRO monitor a narrow window of spatial frequencies and therefore, their ability to detect any degradation in EPID image quality is inherently compromised and limited. On the other hand, the computation of MTF, NPS, and DQE spectra can monitor the relevant range of spatial frequencies entirely, which enhances the sensitivity of these metrics. The MTF can be used to comprehensively monitor spatial resolution using either the entire curve or by using summary metrics such as ͐MTF. Similarly, normalized and relative SNR and CNR based metrics that essentially represent zero or low spatial frequency ͑i.e., extremely large and uniform objects͒ cannot match the sensitivity of DQE or ͐DQE in characterizing contrast or overall image quality. A highly sensitive QA methodology is essential to appropriately assess the performance of an EPID system during clinical use. Routine QA measurements of MTF, NPS, and DQE provide an effective method to quantify any loss in image quality that may be induced during everyday clinical use such as mechanical damage, misalignments, inappropriate calibration, mistimed gating sequences, and radiation damage to peripheral electronics. Our bar-pattern based QA provides a basis for characterizing imaging performance for a clinical EPID system relative to critical standards set during commissioning. Moreover, since user specific inconsistencies such as exposure, SSD, and field size that may affect qualitative QA methods are for the most part automatically accounted for in our QA measurements of MTF and DQE, these can be more effectively compared to other clinical systems as well as reported measurements of research prototypes, even if such comparisons include the possible effects of varying linac source characteristics. In this case, the ability to compare clinical image quality with the theoretical upper limits usually demonstrated with research prototypes could be useful in evaluating possible effects of the choice and/or quality of the luminescent detector, metal buildup plate, a-Si readout array, and source characteristics for the linac. Our methodology is suited for clinical QA as well as research and development of prototype imagers. The robustness and accuracy of linear systems metrics and the simplicity of bar-pattern QA make this technique an invaluable tool to ensure optimal portal image quality.
